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A compact and sensitive electro-optical sensor based on slotted photonic crystal waveguide (S-PhCW) is
demonstrated. The electro-optical sensor can be realized in photonic crystal (PhC) slabs of silicon in Silicon-on-
Insulator (SOI). Nonlinear optical polymer is used as infiltration. By applying three-dimensional finite difference
time domain (3D-FDTD), the sensitivity and quality factor of electro-optical sensor with different slotted
waveguidewidth are calculated. In addition, sensitivity and the optical properties such as transmission spectrum
and field distributions are compared between electro-optical sensor based on line defect photonic crystal
waveguide (W1-PhCW) and that based on slotted photonic crystal waveguide (S-PhCW). Simulation results
demonstrate that, compared with electro-optical sensor based on line defect photonic crystal waveguide, the
sensitivity and quality factor is improved by 30 times and 6.6 times respectively in sensor based on slotted
photonic crystalwaveguide. Besides, the proposed PhC sensor devices have the advantage of a compact structure
with the potential for monolithic integration with optical-to-electrical on-chip conversion and detection.
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1. Introduction

Electric field measurement by means of EOS (electro optic
sampling) provides promising performance characteristics over
traditional electronic measurement devices. For example, combining
the electro-optical effect within an optical fiber system gives the
promise of minimized electromagnetic interference, small dimen-
sions, high portability, and high bandwidth [1]. In RF (Radio
Frequency) links, electro-optical sensors can also perform as RF
antennae with high sensitivity and ultrahigh band width while
inducing minimal perturbation of the field under measurement [2]. In
addition, imaging and mapping systems have also benefited from the
development of EOS [3,4]. Examples of such systems above include
that of Lee et al. [5] who demonstrated an integrated LiNbO3 Mach-
Zehnder type electro optical electromagnetic sensor and Wu et al. [6]
who demonstrated a dynamic range of an electro-optic field sensor
and its imaging applications.

However, the drawback of these electro-optical sensor designs is
that the sizes of these devices (millimeter order of magnitude) are not
compact enough, which prohibits having the advantage of a compact
structure with the potential for monolithic integration with optical-
to-electrical on-ship conversion and detection. Ideally one would like
an electro-optical sensor architecture that combines very compact
device dimensions, more advanced performance with faster speed.

Here we describe a new paradigm for electro optical sensing that
allows us to overcome this limitation, which we refer to as electro-
optical sensor based on photonic crystals (PhCs).

In the past decades, Photonic crystals (PhC), which is a kind of
periodic dielectric structure with very compact device dimensions
and the capability to manipulate light propagation [7], has been
studied extensively for many applications, for example electro-optical
modulation [8–10] and micro sensors [11–15], etc. As we all know
that once the defects are introduced in photonic crystals, the
periodicity of the dielectric function is broken, making possible such
properties as PhC with strong field confinement, small mode volumes,
and low extinction losses. These properties can be used to design low
loss and high sensitivity sensors [16,17]. At present, PhCs based
sensors have been studied intensively, such as stress sensors [18,19],
micro displacement sensor [20–22] and bio-sensors [23–27].

At the same time, silicon photonics technology is increasingly
important for a myriad of applications. Silicon-based nano-photonic
devices have the advantage of a compact structurewith thepotential for
monolithic integration with optical-to-electrical on-chip conversion
and detection. In particular, the slotted waveguide devices recently
reported that are able to confine light in a nanoscale low refractive index
region are becoming crucial due to the fact that they provide an ideal
platform for mode field concentration in the slot region where other
materials can be inserted to provide a myriad of new explorations [28].
As another potential solution for sensitivity enhancement inwaveguide
devices, photonic crystal waveguides (PhCWs) are capable of slowing
down light to a fraction of its original speed in vacuum by hundreds of
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Fig. 2. Structure model of slotted PhCW electro-optical sensor, where a=426 nm,
r=0.32a, r1=0.3a, r2=0.36a, w is the width of the slotted waveguide.
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times, and hence, greatly improve the interaction with the waveguide
material [8].

In addition, the ability of electro-optical (EO) active polymers to
infiltrate structures on the scale of hundreds of nanometers had been
previously shown towork [8,9]. To increase the interaction between the
external electricfield and opticalfield in the nonlinear polymer region, a
slotted waveguide is introduced into the PhC defect waveguide [29].

In this paper, an electro-optical sensor based on the polymer
infiltrated slotted photonic crystal waveguide (S-PhCW) is proposed,
which is of a compact structure and enhanced sensitivity. Using three-
dimensional finite difference time domain (3D-FDTD), we calculate
the sensitivity (S) and quality (Q) factor of the sensor with different
width of the slotted waveguide. In addition, optical transmission are
compared between sensors based on line defect photonic crystal
waveguide (W1-PhCW) and slotted PhCW with a given width of
slotted waveguide when the driving voltage increase from 0 to 1.0v.
Simulation results demonstrate that the sensitivity and quality factor
of electro-optical sensor based on S-PhCW is improved by 30 times
and 6.6 times respectively than that based on W1-PhCW. And the
proposed sensor device also has the potential to be used for
constructing compact and intelligent sensor [31] or to be combined
with the Micro-Electro-Mechanical system (MEMS).

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the layout and the
simulation methods of our proposed electro-optical sensor based on
W1-PhCW and S-PhCW will be firstly introduced. In Section 3, the
sensitivity and Q factor of the sensor are analyzed; at the same time,
different optical properties between the W1-PhCW based sensor and
the S-PhCW based sensor are demonstrated. Finally in Section 4, we
draw a brief conclusion.

2. Structure models and simulation methods

2.1. The structure models

The configuration of W1-PhCW based electro optical sensor is
shown in Fig. 1. It is constructed in a silicon slab (nsi=3.48) by
arranging a triangular lattice of air holes infiltrated with the polymer
(npoly=1.6), where the central row of air holes are removed. Two
electrodes have been placed on each side of the waveguide.

The configuration of the S-PhCW based electro optical sensor is
shown in Fig. 2, where the central row of air holes are replaced by a
narrow air slotted waveguide infiltrated with the polymer material.

2.2. The simulation methods

Two-dimensional photonic crystal's lattice hole and defect holes'
positions are combined to define the complete photonic crystal
structure. In our paper, the defect modes of the photonic structures
were modeled by 3D finite-difference-time-domain (3D-FDTD)
methods using the open source FDTD software Meep [30]. Meep
implements the finite difference time domain method for computa-
tional electromagnetism. This is awidely used technique inwhich space
Fig. 1. Structure model of W1 PhCW electro-optical sensor, where a=426 nm,
r=0.32a, r1=0.3a, r2=0.36a.
is divided into a discrete grid and then the fields are evolved in time
using discrete time steps—as the grid and the time steps are made finer
and finer, this becomes a closer and closer approximation for the true
continuous equations, and one can simulate many practical problems
essentially exactly. This method computes light propagation in the PhC
structure by solving Maxwell's equations for electromagnetic waves in
both time and space coordinates. The computational space is sampled at
very small intervals of all wavelengths under consideration, and the
material properties are specified at each sample point. The method is
appropriate for computing field distributions and resonance decay
times (quality factor Q) and is advantageous since response at all
frequencies can be obtained by sending a pulse into the structure. Here,
according to our 3D finite-difference time-domain (3D-FDTD) simula-
tion, to make the device operating around 1550 nm, we choose the
lattice constant is tailored to a=426 nm. The bulk hole radius of the
PCWis r=0.32a and the slab thicknessH=220 nm. The radii of thefirst
two rows of holes adjacent to the defect are r1=0.3a, r2=0.36a
respectively. The width of the slotted waveguide (w) varying from 0.1a
to 0.4a is calculated. In order to obtain consistent comparison results and
save simulation time and memory of computer, all simulations were
carried out at the resolution (resolution=10). The Gaussian-pulse
source with the center frequency (ω=0.27(2πc/a)) was used and run
for several periods. The simulation area was surrounded by one-spatial
unit thick perfectly matched layer (PML), which absorbed the fields
leaving the simulated region in order to prevent reflections.

Fundamentally, the electric-field sensor system is based on the linear
electro-optic effect (Pockel's effect) in electro-optic crystals where a
pulsed microwave signal acts as a transient bias to induce a transient
polarization in the sensor crystal. This polarization causes a change in
the index of refraction. The change in refractive index is then probed by
a synchronously pulsed laser beam, and then converted to an amplitude
modulation. In the small signal regime, amplitude variation of the
optical probe beam is proportional to the applied electric field. If the
driving voltage varies, the refractive index of polymer will be changed,
because of the Pockel's effect based on electronic displacement. The
relationship between the variation of refractive index of polymer (Δn)
and the driving voltage (U) are expressed as follows [10]:

Δn =
1
2

× n3
poly × γ33 ×

U
d

ð1Þ

where γ33 is the electro-optic coefficient. We choose a state of the art
polymer material with γ33=150 pm/v; U is the applied driving
voltage; and d represents the width of the waveguide.

3. Simulation results and discussion

3.1. The sensitivity and Q factor of the S-PhCW based electro-optical
sensor with different width

We choose the sensitivity of our devices by observing the shift in
the resonant wavelength of the sensor as a function of the change in
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Fig. 4. The sensitivity andQ factor of the sensor versus thewidth of the slottedwaveguide.
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applied driving voltage. The shift of the peak resonance wavelength
Δλ is a function of the driving voltage variation, the sensor's sen-
sitivity is expressed as:

S = Δλ=ΔU ð2Þ

Based on the sensor's architecture as shown in Fig. 2, two
electrodes are placed on each side of the waveguide, which means
that the electrostatic field lines are parallel to the y axis, allowing the
largest electro-optic coefficient γ33 in polystyrene to be used. In our
design, we consider the driving voltage (U) between two electrodes as
independent variable. By applying the 3D-FDTD method, U is varied
from 0v to 1.0v with step ΔU=0.2v, the sensitivity (S) of the S-PhCW
electro-optical sensor with different w varying from 0.1a to 0.4a is
calculated. The relationships between the applied driving voltages
and the changes in output resonance wavelength are linear functions,
as plotted in Fig. 3. All the line in the Fig. 3 show the linear fitting using
an analytical model for the device sensitivity.

Naturally, in a coupled system as considered here, the total quality
factor Q and maximum transmission at resonance depend on the
intrinsic Q of the cavity and the coupling strength of the system. The Q
factor is expressed as follow [32]:

Q =
1
Qw

+
1
Qr

� �−1
=

QwQr

Qw+Qr
ð3Þ

where the Qw is the lifetime of light to decay from the cavity into the
waveguide, and the Qr is the lifetime of light to radiate from cavity
into surrounding air. In terms of these quantities, the transmission
spectrum is [32],

T ωð Þ =
1

4Q2
w

ω−ω0
ω0

� �2
+ 1

4Q2

ð4Þ

We still have a Lorentzian peak at the resonance frequency ω0,
with fractional width at half-maximum given by 1/Q. The maximum
of the transmission is [32],

T ω0ð Þ = Q
Qw

� �2
=

Qr

Qw + Qr

� �2
ð5Þ

As show in Fig. 4, with the width of the slotted waveguide ranging
from w=0.1a to w=0.4a with increment Δw=0.05a, the sensitivity
and Q factor as functions ofw are plotted. As seen from the Fig. 4, with
the increase of width of slotted waveguide from 0.1a to 0.4a, Q factor
Fig. 3. The relationship between the change of output resonance wavelength and
applied driving voltage for the slotted PhCW sensor with different slot width.
increases at first, and reaches maximum of 441.40 at w=0.25a. and
finally decreases when w exceeds 0.25a (wN0.25a). Sensitivity
decreases as w increases.

3.2. The differences of optical properties between the W1-PhCW based
electro-optical sensor and the S-PhCW based electro-optical sensor with
the w=0.25a

Based on the sensor's architecture as shown in Fig. 1, the
transmission spectrums of TE-like polarized light-wave in W1-
PhCW based electro-optical with different driving voltage (U) are
numerically calculated, as plotted in Fig. 5. As seen in Fig. 5, the
transmission spectrum in the output shift slightly and almost overlap
as the driving voltage increases from U=0v to U=1.0v with step
ΔU=0.2v, and the insert figure is zoom in on selected region.

Now, we analyze the properties of S-PhCW based electro-optical
sensor shown in Fig. 2 in the same way. In order to acquire reli-
able comparison results, besides the width of slotted waveguide in
S-PhCW based electro-optical sensor is 0.25a, other parameters such as
lattice constant a, the hole radius r, r1 and r2, and the slab thicknessH are
the same as those inW1-PhCW based electro-optical sensor (Fig. 1). By
applying 3D-FDTD method, the transmission spectrums of TE-like
polarized light-wave in S-PhCW based electro-optical sensor with
different driving voltage U are numerically calculated, as plotted in
Fig. 6. As shown in Fig. 6, as the driving voltage ranges from U=0v to
U=1.0v with step ΔU=0.2v, the transmission spectrum in the output
shifts significantly.

In order to obtain transmission spectrum shift Δλ more precisely,
the Fig. 7 shows a Gaussian curve fitting of those in Fig. 6 using an
Fig. 5. Normalized transmission spectrum of the W1-PhCW based electro-optical sensor
with six different driving voltage ranging fromU=0v toU=1.0v inΔU=0.2v increments.
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Fig. 6. Normalized transmission spectrum of the slotted PhCW based electro-optical
sensor with different driving voltage ranging fromU=0v toU=1.0vwith stepΔU=0.2v.

Fig. 8. The shift of peak resonance wavelength as a function of the applied driving
voltage of S-PhCW and W1-PhCW based electro-optical sensor. The insert is the
calculated y component of the electric field distribution of (a) S-PhCW, (b) W1-PhCW
based sensor, respectively, at operating frequency ω=0.27(2πc/a).
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analytical model for the device sensitivity. The Gaussian curve fitting
can be expressed as follow:

y = a1× exp − x−b1ð Þ=c1ð Þ2
� �

ð6Þ

We then compare the sensitivity between W1-PhCW based
electro-optical sensor and S-PhCW based electro-optical sensor. As
seen in the Fig. 8, shift of transmission spectrum in the output is a
function of the applied driving voltage of S-PhCW based electro
optical sensor and W1-PhCW based electro-optical sensor, respec-
tively. And the shift of transmission spectrum in the output is
approximately a linear function of applied driving voltage. In addition,
from the simulation data shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, the sensitivity of
W1-PhCW based electro-optical sensor and S-PhCW based electro-
optical sensor is 2.7 nm/v and 87.0 nm/v, respectively. Compared
with theW1-PhCW based electro-optical sensor, the sensitivity of the
S-PhCW based electro-optical sensor is enhanced more than 30 times.
The Q factor of the W1-PhCW based electro-optical sensor is 66.73,
while theQ factor of S-PhCWbased electro-optical sensor is 441.40, an
enhancement of 6.6 times. As a result, it shows that the proposed
electro-optical sensor based on S-PhCW did have improved the
performance greatly compared to the reference one based on W1-
PhCW and in practical use aspects it is ease of implementing
compared with the reference one when considered the sensitivity.

In addition, electric field distributions of W1-PhCW and S-PhCW
based electro-optical sensor are calculated by 3D-FDTD, and the
electric field distributions at operating frequency (ω=0.27(2πc/a))
are shown as the insert (a) and (b) in Fig. 8. Relative to the evanescent
field at the side walls of the sensor, we observe a stronger optical field
Fig. 7. Fitting normalized transmission spectrum of the S-PhCW based electro-optical
sensor with different driving voltage ranging fromU=0v toU=1.0vwith stepΔU=0.2v.
confined in the inner low index region (infiltrated with the polymer
material) of the proposed sensor. Besides, compared to the reference
one, the air slotted waveguide in the proposed sensor was also
infiltrated with the polymermaterial. This canmake a larger degree of
light-matter interaction in center area. However, the reference one
can not. As a result, the proposed sensors can be much more sensitive
to the driving voltage variations within the waveguide. Besides,
comparing insert (a) and insert (b), we also can see that the electric
field distribution in the slotted PhCW sensor at operating frequency is
confined much stronger than electric field distribution in the W1-
PhCW sensor, which may be another factor leading to improve the
sensitivity and Q factor of sensor based on S-PhCW.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have presented a more sensitive and compact
electro optical sensor based on the polymer infiltrated slotted PhCW
structures. The sensitivity and Q factor of sensor with different slotted
PhCW width have been calculated by 3D-FDTD simulation method.
Simulation results demonstrated that compared with W1-PhCW
based electro optical sensor, the proposed slotted PhCW based electro
optical sensor exhibits over 30-times sensitivity enhancement and
about 6.6 times improvement in Q factor.

In addition, the proposed PhC sensor devices have the advantage of a
compact structure with the potential for monolithic integration with
optical-to-electrical on-chip conversion and detection and combined
with the MEMS. In particular, the slotted waveguide devices are able to
confine light in a nanoscale low refractive index region are becoming
crucial due to the fact that they provide an ideal platform for mode field
concentration in the slot regionwhere othermaterials can be inserted to
provide a myriad of new explorations.
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